Hack-a-Thon is a capture the flag event to stretch your security muscle and have fun! You will have several systems to compromise and gain valuable tokens (flags) for points. Tokens are valued by difficulty and skillset required. To close the event, there will be a lessons learned, in which each team will demonstrate how they compromised a system and then explain how they would have hardened the systems to make it more difficult to be compromised.

No matter what your skill level is, Hack-a-Thon is a great event to test your skills and have a blast!

TEAMS: Each organization – government and industry can submit one team of up to three individuals. We have a cap of eight (8) teams, so complete the Application form fast and return no later than October 27th!

APPLICATION: Auto-fill and email form to beth.meredith@honeywell.com

EQUIPMENT: Dell is supplying hardware for the event; each team will have three laptops with a customized Backtrack build. This competition will be on a wired and closed network with the target servers.

REFRESHMENTS: Snacks and Red Bull

$660 CASH PRIZE FOR WINNING TEAM, BRAGGING RIGHTS AND A KILLER TROPHY